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Abstract

The MEMOIR project supports researchers working with a vast quantity of distributed information, by assisting them in finding both relevant documents and researchers with related interests. It is an open architecture based on the existing Web infrastructure. Key to the architecture is the use of proxies: to support message routing for dynamic reconfiguration and extension of the system, to collect information about the trail of documents that a user visits, and to insert links on-the-fly. In this paper we present the MEMOIR framework and its rationale, and discuss early experiences with the system. © 1998 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. The open architecture of MEMOIR

Effective access to documents and effective collaboration between researchers can be crucial to the competitiveness of large companies. MEMOIR, which stands for Managing Enterprise-scale Multimedia using an Open Framework for Information Re-use, addresses this problem by providing the user with extra assistance in these tasks in return for minimal extra effort by the user. In order to achieve the goal of supporting collaboration amongst users MEMOIR uses open hypermedia link services, trail bases and software agents that assist the user in the management of their information. The MEMOIR architecture consists of a set of components that talk to each other using HTTP extended by additional tag/value pairs that express the semantics of MEMOIR messages. The main components are a message router, an interface manager that serves as a proxy as well as a link service, the object oriented database system ITASCA and an agent server. The key component is the message router which acts as a hub with which other system services register. Its design is based on the Microcosm filter model [3]. Any component makes its services available by registering details of its services with the message router which in turn can route particular requests of other components to the newly registered one. The model of servicing a component allows the system to be dynamically tailored to specific needs. Standard Java enabled Web browsers serve as user interface to the MEMOIR system in order to minimise installation and maintenance overhead. The only configuration necessary is to set the so-called interface manager as a proxy server and to connect once to it in order to
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2. Collaboration supported by trails, links and agents

The MEMOIR architecture is an evolution of the Distributed Link Service (DLS) [2]. While the DLS, like other open hypermedia systems, treats hypermedia links as first class objects, MEMOIR promotes another kind of object: the trail [11,4]. A user’s trail is the set of actions on documents that they have visited (such as opening the document) in pursuing a certain task. By matching trails, we match users. MEMOIR lets the user ask questions such as “who else has read this document?”, and “what else should I read?”. Software agents answer these questions to the user: they do so mainly by mining trail information, by doing automatic keyword extraction and also by maintaining different user profiles. Therefore, answers will depend on the selected profile, e.g., similarity scores of documents or the user’s personal profile. At this stage simple profiles have been created to capture the nature of the user’s work role, e.g., sales manager or researcher.

3. Summary and conclusion

Distributed information systems can be large and complex: information is difficult to find, leading to duplication of effort where sharing would be more cost effective. MEMOIR provides a simple, open solution using existing Web infrastructure and unlike other recommender systems, recommends people as well as documents. MEMOIR treats trails as first class objects which can be created, stored and manipulated by the components of the system, including agents. While MEMOIR focuses on two particular industries — the pharmaceutical and chemical industries — for the trials, we believe the approach to be generic: for example, we are also applying it to historical research using major historical archives including Wellington, Moumbatien and Churchill, to audio archives, virtual museums, virtual art galleries and hybrid libraries, as well as the administrative system of the ECS Department at Southampton.
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